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Dear Melrose Families:
The Melrose Public Schools offer a comprehensive curriculum in mathematics, English, science, social studies,
health, physical education, art, and music. This curriculum guide is intended to provide information about the
curriculum at your child’s grade level.
This document outlines the essential questions and outcomes in each subject area and describe the course of
study at each grade level. It is designed to provide an accessible resource for you at home to understand the
curriculum for the coming year. The curriculum guide outlines efforts of the Melrose Public Schools in
alignment of the curriculum in mathematics, literacy, science, and social studies to the Massachusetts’
Curriculum Frameworks.
The Melrose Public Schools are dedicated to offering a diverse and rich learning experience for all our
students in and outside the classroom. Our goal is to provide an engaging learning experience for students
K-12.
We encourage you to contact your child’s teacher or your school principal with any questions you may have
regarding your child’s classroom experience and curriculum. Please also refer to the Melrose Public Schools’
website for more information on our schools and curriculum, www.melroseschools.com.

Sincerely,
Margaret Adams, Assistant Superintendent for Teaching and Learning
Kristen St. George, Principal Lincoln School
Stephen Goodwin, Principal Horace Mann School
Christina DiCalogero, Principal Hoover School
Mary Beth Maranto, Principal Roosevelt School
Michael Tracy, Principal Winthrop School

If you need this document translated, please call your child’s school principal.
Si necesita este documento traducido, por favor comuníquese con la escuela de su hijo.
Se você precisa este documento traduzido, entre em contato com a escola do seu filho.
Si vous avez besoin de traduire ce document, s'il vous plaît contacter l'école de votre enfant.
如果你需要这份文件翻译，请联系您的孩子的学校.
.ﺗﺤﺘﺎﺟﯿﻦ إﻟﻰ ﺗﺮﺟﻤﺔ ﻫﺬه اﻟﻮﺛﯿﻘﺔ إﻟﻰ اﻟﻠﻐﺔ اﻟﻌﺮﺑﯿﺔ/ إذا ﻛﻨﺖ ﺗﺤﺘﺎج، ﻃﻔﻠﺘﻚ/ﯾﺮﺟﻰ اﻻﺗﺼﺎل ﺑﻤﺪرﺳﺔ ﻃﻔﻠﻚ.

English Language Arts
The English Language Arts program consists of a daily literacy block and a writer’s workshop. The literacy
block consists of both whole group and small group instruction. Whole group instruction focuses on core
lessons in comprehension and vocabulary. The teacher then meets with students in small groups that target
students’ individual needs. While the teacher meets with small groups, students work independently and
collaboratively on reading and writing tasks that relate to reading skills and strategies. Students might read a
text with a partner or write in response to a text they have read.
The core text employed by students is Pearson’s Reading Street program, which is a comprehensive English
Language Arts (ELA) Program.  The texts are accessible to students and parents online. Some key
components of Reading Street include:
● Student knowledge is built around engaging topics with content-specific vocabulary, building science
and social studies content knowledge as students learn.
● The program nurtures the love of reading through the use of award-winning, authentic literature from
many different genres, including biographies, poems, folktales, and technical writing.
● The literature features an appropriate balance of 50% fiction and 50% nonfiction in the primary grades.
As students become more familiar with informational text, that ratio shifts to 40% fiction and 60%
nonfiction.
● Students will be guided through complex texts by using close reading routines in an on-level text, called
Sleuth that encourages students to read like detectives.
● The program also helps to build foundations reading skills from listening to blending to decoding, and
then using letter sounds to spell words. This solid base allows students to attack more complex texts
and reading tasks.
In ELA, students build confidence and learn to read and write in new and challenging ways. Students learn to
write in various forms in response to text and other sources. Students also write narratives, informational and
explanatory text, along with completing written research.
The following is a list of the units of study, which provide a quick synopsis of concepts to be explored this year.
Please feel free to contact your child’s teacher for additional information about ELA Curriculum.

Close Reading
Some texts can be understood after one reading. Other more complex texts will require us to read them
several times. During the second reading, students look closely at what the author says and how they say it.
When students reread texts several times, they are using the skills associated with close reading. When
reading a literary text, students will analyze the characters, setting, theme, and tone. They will note how the
author uses language to create a mood or develop the theme of the text. As students read, they also look for
specific evidence from the text that support the conclusions they draw. Teachers facilitate the process of close
reading by asking text based questions.
The following is a list of the units of study, which provide a synopsis of concepts to be explored this year.

Units of Study
Units and Essential Question
Unit 1:  Living and Learning
Genre:  Narrative poem, fable,
tall tale, expository text, realistic
fiction
Essential Question: Which
skills help us make our way in
the world?

Reading Outcomes
●

●
●
●
●
●
●

Unit 2:  Smart Solutions

●

Genres: Expository text, realistic
fiction, fantasy, animal fantasy

●
●
●
●
●

Essential Question: What are
smart ways that problems are
solved?

●
●
●
Unit 3: People and Nature

●

Genres: Expository text, drama,
fiction, narrative nonfiction

●
●

Essential Question: How are
people and nature connected?

●
●
●
●
●

Unit 4:  One of a Kind

●

Genres:  Biography, expository
text, folktale

●
●

Essential Question: What does
it mean to be unique?

●
●
●
●
●
●

Identify and analyze text for the literary terms of rhythm and
cadence, exaggeration and hyperbole, sensory details, point of
view and simile.Analyze text for literary elements.
Sequence important ideas or story elements from a text.
Compare and contrast elements of text.
Identify and analyze the author's purpose.
Activate background knowledge prior to ready.
Summarize important ideas from text.
Apply story structure to comprehend literary text.
Identify and analyze texts for author’s craft, humor,
onomatopoeia, dialogue and narration, and imagery.
Identify main idea and details.
Compare and contrast texts.
Draw conclusions from text.
Identify and analyze text for author’s purpose.
Monitor comprehension and apply strategies to clarify when
needed.
Ask questions before, during,and after reading.
Predict and set a purpose for reading.
Identify text structures to aid comprehension.
Identify and analyze texts for imagery, structural elements of a
play, simile and metaphor, word choice, and rhyme.
Draw conclusions, infer, and generalize from text.
Apply literary elements of character, setting, and plot to support
comprehension.
Identify graphic sources and apply to support comprehension.
Analyze texts for cause and effect
Identify important ideas from texts.
Predict and set a purpose for reading.
Identify text structures to aid comprehension.
Identify and analyze texts for point of view, author’s craft, idioms,
word choice, and sensory details.
Infer and generalize important ideas from texts.
Distinguish between fact and opinion and apply to support
comprehension.
Analyze texts for cause and effect.
Identify graphic sources and apply to support comprehension.
Analyze texts for cause and effect.
Summarize important ideas from texts.
Monitor comprehension and apply strategies to clarify when
needed.
Ask questions before, during, and after reading.

Units and Essential Question

Reading Outcomes

Unit 5:  Cultures

●

Genres:  Realistic fiction,
historical fiction

●
●
●

Essential Question: What
happens when two ways of life
come together?

●
●
●
●
●

Unit 6: Freedom

●

Genres:  Narrative nonfiction,
realistic fiction, photo essay,
animal fantasy, legend

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Essential Question: What does
it mean to be free?

Identify and analyze texts for word choice, point of view, mood,
dialogue and narration, onomatopoeia.
Sequence information or story elements from a text.
Activate background knowledge prior to ready.
Monitor comprehension and apply strategies to clarify when
needed.
Identify main idea and details.
Draw conclusions and infer and generalize important ideas from
texts.
Identify and analyze text for author’s purpose.
Compare and contrast texts.
Summarize important ideas from texts.
Identify and analyze texts for word choice, metaphor,
personification, imagery, and foreshadowing.
Identify plot and theme and apply to support comprehension.
Ask questions before, during, and after reading.
Infer and generalize important ideas from texts.
Identify graphic sources and apply to support comprehension.
Analyze texts for cause and effect.
Summarize important ideas from texts.
Distinguish between fact and opinion and apply to support
comprehension.

Writer’s Workshop
In grades K-5, students write every day during a period called “writer’s workshop.” In writer’s workshop, the
teacher begins with a short lesson where they model an element of good writing. This is called the
“mini-lesson”; “mini” because it focuses on just one teaching point.
Students then move to writing independently. The teacher circulates from student to student providing
feedback to help students improve their writing. It is through this individual or group conferencing with students
that teachers can meet the varied needs of writers in their classroom.
At the end of the workshop, the teacher asks students to share their writing with partners or asks a few
students to share their writing with the class. The sharing at the end of the writing time helps students develop
a sense of audience. Students begin to understand that the purpose of writing is for others to hear their ideas
and thoughts. Students are also given an opportunity to talk about their writing.
Different Types of Writing
Students write in different genres or types of writing throughout the school year including, personal narratives,
informational, research, and persuasive writing. In Kindergarten, students mostly write personal narratives. In
the spring, they write poems. While most of their writing time is spent writing about personal experiences,
students are introduced to persuasive writing in appropriate ways. For example, they may write about their
favorite part of a book. They also begin to learn to write to tell others about topics they are learning about in
school.
In grades K-5, students focus on the following four genres of writing:
● Narrative writing tells a personal or fictional experience.
● Expository or informational writing informs, instructs, explains, defines, or clarifies. Students may also
research a topic to learn more about what they are writing.
● Persuasive writing persuades readers about an opinion or belief.
● Poetry writing creatively tells stories and describes objects or ideas.
Students in grades K-5 also write in response to what they have read. By writing about their ideas and what
they have read, teachers are helping students develop their thinking and reading comprehension. Students
might write a narrative, informational article or persuasive letter about a text that they have read.

Units of Study
The following is a list of the units of study, which provide a summary of outcomes for each unit.
Units

Essential Questions

Outcomes

Prose
Constructed
Responses

●

●

●
●

What can I learn by
reading and writing?
What can I learn from
studying other authors?
How do authors
approach writing in
response to what they
have read?

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

●
Launching
Writer’s
Workshop

●
●

●

●

Personal and
Imagined
Narrative

●
●

●

●

Why do we write?
How do writers
approach the craft of
telling their own
stories?
How do author gather
their ideas for their
personal narratives?
What can I learn from
studying other authors?

●

Why do we write?
How do writers
approach the craft of
telling an imagined
story?
How do author gather
their ideas from for
narratives?
What can I learn from
studying other authors?

●
●

●
●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●
●

●
●
●

Identify the form, audience, and purpose in a writing
prompt.
Plan their text based response using a top down web.
Restate the question from the prompt.
Analyze the text for evidence to support the answer to a
prompt.
Cite evidence to support their answer to the prompt.
Explain their answer to a prompt with sufficient evidence.
Annotate model of writing to identify characteristics of
effective text based responses.
Write effective narrative, informational, and persuasive
text based responses.
Analyze their own writing and those of others to determine
if the characteristics of an effective text based response
are present.
Provide feedback to others on their writing given a
checklist.
Apply classroom systems, routines and procedures of the
writing workshop.
Establish habits of independent writers throughout the
writing process.
Create and learn to use resources, and applying them to
independent writing.
Write independently daily following appropriate routines.
Write personal narratives.
Narrowing a topic to begin writing.
Develop their writing as needed by planning, revising,
editing, rewriting, or trying a new approach.
Write personal and imagined narratives.
Write using effective techniques, descriptive details, and
clear event sequences.
Orient the reader by establishing a situation and
introducing a narrator and/or characters.
Organize an event sequence that unfolds naturally.
Write using concrete words and phrases and sensory
details to convey experiences and events precisely.
Write using narrative techniques such as dialogue,
description, and pacing, to develop experiences and
events or show the responses of characters to situations.
Provide a conclusion that follows from the narrated
experiences or events.
Develop their writing as needed by planning, revising,
editing, rewriting, or trying a new approach.
Produce clear and coherent personal and imagined
narrative in which the development and organization are
appropriate to task, purpose, and audience.

Units

Essential Questions

Outcomes

Explanatory
Informational
Article and
Explanatory
Research

●

●

●

●

●

How do writers
approach the craft of
writing to inform and
explain?
How do authors select
what to write about in
their informational
writing?
How do authors
organize information to
share?
What can I learn from
studying other authors?

●
●
●

●
●

●
●
●

●

Persuasive
and
Persuasive
Character
Analysis

●

●

●

●

Poetry

●

●

●

Write informative/explanatory texts to examine a topic and
convey ideas and information clearly.
Introduce a topic clearly, provide a general observation
and focus, and group related information logically.
Include formatting(e.g.,headings) ,illustrations,and
multimedia when useful to aiding comprehension.
Develop the topic with facts,definitions,concrete
details,quotations,or other information and examples
related to the topic.
Provide a concluding statement or section related to the
information or explanation presented
Link ideas within and across categories of information
using words,phrases,and clauses(e.g.,in
contrast,especially).
Choose precise language and domain-specific vocabulary
to inform about or explain the topic.
Expand, combine, and reduce sentences for meaning,
reader/listener, interest, and style.
Improve word choice and sentence fluency by crafting a
variety of sentences by using simple and compound
sentences, conjunctions appositives, and appositives.
With guidance and support from peers and adults,develop
and strengthen writing as needed by planning, revising,
editing, rewriting, or trying a new approach.

How can persuasive
writing be crafted so it
motivates and
influences a reaction
from its audience?
What are the
techniques of
persuasive writing?
How can a writer
effectively hook their
audience?
How will a writer close
their argument?

●
●
●
●
●
●

Critique their own writing and the writing of their peers.
Clearly state an opinion in the introduction.
Write opinion pieces based on text.
Support a point of view with reasons.
Use linking words and phrases to connect opinion and
reasons.
Provide a concluding statement.

How does poetry differ
from other forms of
writing?
How do words create
visual images and
meaning for the
reader?
How does looking at
things through a poet’s
eyes help my writing?

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Experiment with language when writing poetry.
Select a meaningful title for their poems.
Focus on a main idea while writing.
Incorporate detail and use imagery to create a mood.
Write effective beginnings and endings.
Express feelings with their own personal voice.
Incorporate all five senses into the writing.

Mathematics
The core text in mathematics is Pearson EnVision Math. The research-based program and its resources fully
support and align with the Massachusetts Mathematics Curriculum Frameworks. EnVision Math is a math
program that balances skill instruction with instruction that develops conceptual understanding through
problem-based interactive and visual learning. The text is also available online and may be accessed by
students at home.
The curriculum has 3 key focal points:
● Conceptual Development- Interactive Learning + Visual Learning
● Ongoing Assessment, Diagnosis, and Intervention
● Differentiated Instruction
Topics are organized around math strands focusing on the Big Ideas and Essential Understandings of Math.
The Big Ideas are the conceptual underpinnings of the program and the glue that provides conceptual
cohesion across lessons, topics, grades, and standards. Big Ideas connect Essential Understandings, which
occur within and across lessons.
The Massachusetts Math Curriculum Frameworks are divided into content and practice standards. The content
standards outline the math concepts students should know by the end of the year. The practice standards are
the mathematical habits of mind that students will develop as they go through the grades.
Standards for Mathematical Practices
Students at all grades are expected to develop proficiency with these practice standards along with an
understanding of the content standards. These are the habits of mind that all successful mathematical thinkers
use to solve problems. Students will gain experience with these practices through class discussions,
collaboration with peers to solve problems, and tasks that provoke different levels of student thinking. These
practices are not meant to be a checklist of skills to be learned individually. Students will use multiple practices
when solving a single problem.
● Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them.
● Reason abstractly and quantitatively.
● Construct viable arguments and critique the reasoning of others.
● Model with mathematics.
● Use appropriate tools strategically
● Attend to precision.
● Look for and make use of structure.
● Look for and express regularity in repeated reasoning.
Math Workshop
Students participate in a daily math block. The math workshop is structured so students have opportunities to
talk, write and solve problems. Math is structured to provide students whole and small group instruction. In
whole group instruction, students participate in problem solving and discussion of the math topic as a whole
class. Students then move to work independently, with partners, and in small groups to apply the mathematical
concepts. As students work, the teacher provides small group instruction based upon students’ needs.

Writing in Math
During math, students write in math journals. Students solve problems or write about the concepts they are
learning. Journals provide students with an opportunity to use multiple standards for mathematical practices.
Students construct viable arguments and critique the reasoning of others in writing and also model with
mathematics. All of the mathematical practices might be evidenced in a math journal dependent on the
problem.
The acronym of DICE provides students a strategy to solve problems and tasks in math. Students approach a
problem by first dissecting, which asks them to make sense of the problem. Students then illustrate the
problems focused on seeing the relationships between the numbers. The problem is then represented in
numbers through calculations. Students explain their thinking in words and/or orally.
Students engage in multiple opportunities to solve problems in math. In a problem based lesson, the teacher
leads the class in understanding the problem and explains expectations for solving a problem. While students
work on the problem, the teacher provides hints but no solutions. The teacher asks questions to facilitate
student’s thinking. Teachers observe and assess as students work. In the end, teachers conduct a discussion
where students justify and explain strategies for solving the problem. Teachers will accept student solutions
without evaluation in order to help all of the students develop their own understanding of the problem.
Talk Moves
Students are encouraged to talk in math class to show their understanding of concepts. Teachers facilitate this
“math talk” by using talk moves. Talk moves are strategies that teachers implement to increase academic talk
in the classroom. Talk reveals understanding and misunderstanding, while supporting academic language
development. Talk also supports deeper reasoning and social development in students. Talk moves create a
classroom where respect and equal access to participation are valued norms.
By talking, children gain greater understanding and ownership of mathematical concepts as they develop and
express their own ideas. Describing one’s methods to others can clarify one’s own thinking. Similarly, hearing
and analyzing others’ approaches can supply one with new perspectives; and frequent exposure to different
approaches engenders flexible thinking. Talking provides opportunities for children to understand errors they
have made and permits teachers to assess children’ understanding on an ongoing basis.
Number talks are short 5-10 minute discussion, where the focus is on mental math and describing one’s
thinking to others. A problem or series of problems is presented to the students, and they are asked to solve
them using mental math. Hand signals can be used by the teacher to help engage all students. Three to four
student strategies share with the whole class their strategies for solving the problem.
IXL
IXL is a web based comprehensive math review site that provides additional opportunities for students to
practice at home and school. IXL provides with an unlimited number of practice questions in hundreds of
skills—all of which are aligned to the Massachusetts Mathematics Curriculum Frameworks. Students can
access IXL from home, and parents have a chance to see their child's progress.

Units of Study
The following is a list of topics which provide a quick synopsis of concepts to be explored this year. As you
begin to see your student’s work as it arrives home and as it is shared when you visit the classroom, you will
have a better understanding of the depth and quality of the concepts your child will be learning.
Topics
Numbers and Operations
in Base Ten
● Numeration
● Addition and
Subtraction
● Use Place Value
to Add and
Subtract

Essential Questions
●
●
●
●
●
●

●

How are greater numbers
read and written?
How can whole numbers be
compared and ordered?
How does rounding help us
make sense of numbers?
How can sums and
differences be found
mentally?
How can sums and
differences be estimated?
What are standard
procedures for addition and
subtracting whole
numbers?
What strategies can we use
to solve problems?

Outcomes
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Operations and
Algebraic Thinking
● Meanings of
Multiplication
● Multiplication
Facts: Use
Patterns
● Meaning of
Division
● Division Facts

●
●
●
●

How can unknown
multiplication facts be found
using known facts?
What are the different
meanings of division?
How is division related to
other operations?
How can an unknown
division fact be found by
thinking of a related
multiplication fact?

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Read and write 3-digit and 4-digit numbers.
Locate and compare whole numbers on a
number line.
Identify the pattern on a number line, or graph
scale, and calculate missing labels.
Order 3-digit and 4-digit whole numbers.
Make an organized list to represent information
given in a problem.
Use concrete materials and concepts of addition
to model the Commutative, Associative, and
Identity Properties of Addition.
Recognize situations when subtraction is used
to so problem and write number sentences.
Solve problems by adding with mental math.
Solve 3-digit addition problems using an
expanded algorithm.
Add 3-digit numbers using place-value blocks or
pictures and record the results using the
standard addition algorithm.
Add 3-digit numbers using paper-and-pencil
methods and use addition to solve problems.
Draw a picture to solve a problem.
Solve 3-digit addition problems using an
expanded algorithm.
Add 3-digit numbers using place-value blocks or
pictures and record the results using the
standard addition algorithm.
Add 3-digit numbers using paper-and-pencil
methods and use addition to solve problems.
Draw a picture to solve a problem.
Write multiplication sentences for arrays and
use arrays to find products.
Apply the commutative, distributive, and
associative properties to solve multiplication
number sentences.
Write math stories for given multiplication facts.
Multiply three numbers and applying the
associative property of multiplication.
Apply known facts and patterns to compute
products.
Solve word problems by writing equations that
represent the problem solving situations.
Write and solve number stories involving
division.
Solve problems by using objects and drawing a
picture.
Relate a multiplication fact to its related division
facts and vice versa.
Solve problems using multiplication and division
facts.

Topics

Essential Questions

Outcomes

Fractions
● Understanding
Fractions
● Fractions
Comparisons and
Equivalence

●

●

●

What are different
interpretations of a
fraction?
What are different ways to
compare fractions?

●
●
●
●

●
●
●
Measurement and Data
● Time
● Perimeter
● Area
● Liquid Volume and
Mass

●
●
●
●
●
●

How can lengths of time be
measured and found?
How can perimeter be
measured and found?
Why does "what" we
measure influence "how"
we measure?
What does area mean?
What are different ways to
find the area of a shape?
How can I partition a shape
to make equal parts or
areas?

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Associate the model, symbol, and words used to
describe a fraction as part of a whole region,
part of a set, on a number line, and the length of
an object.
Associate the model, symbol, and words used to
describe a fractional part of a set.
Identify fractional parts and mixed numbers on a
number line.
Estimate fractional parts by using benchmark
fractions.
Compare fractions with the same denominator
and numerator using models, quantitative
reasoning, number lines, and benchmark
numbers.
Compute equivalent fractions using models and
number lines.
Name whole numbers as fractions using fraction
strips and number lines.
Compare and order fractions to solve problems.
Tell time to the nearest half hour and quarter
hour using analog and digital clocks, and
identifying times as A.M. or P.M.
Tell time to the nearest minute using analog and
digital clocks.
Convert units of time.
Determine elapsed time in intervals of minutes.
Calculate the perimeter of a shape using
standard units and appropriate tools.
Match shapes to a given perimeter and
conclude that different shapes can have the
same perimeter.
Create figures with given areas using square
units.
Measure the area of a shape using standard
units of area.
Model the distributive property using the areas
of rectangles.
Solve complex problems asking for the area of
irregular shapes.
Model unit fractions using equal areas of parts
of figures.
Using an appropriate unit and tool, estimate,
and measure in cups, pints, quarts, and gallons.
Using an appropriate unit and tool, estimate,
and measure in milliliters and liters.
Using an appropriate unit and tool, estimate,
and measure in grams and kilograms.
Using an appropriate unit and tool, estimate,
and measure in ounces, pounds, and tons.
Solve problems involving units of capacity and
mass by drawing a picture to solve the problem.

Topics

Essential Questions

Outcomes

Measurement and Data
(Continued)
● Data

●

●

Why does "what" we
measure influence "how"
we measure?

●

●
●
●
●
Geometry
● Two Dimensional
Shapes and Their
Attributes

●

How can two-dimensional
shapes be described,
analyzed, and classified?

●
●
●
●
●

Organize the results of an experiment using a
line plot.
Generate data by measuring lengths to the
nearest fourth of an inch, creating line plots to
organize their data, and drawing conclusions
from their line plot.
Read and interpret data from a pictograph and a
bar graph.
Organize data in a pictograph from a table or
tally chart.
Organize data in a bar graph from a table or tally
chart.
Solve problems by using tables and graphs to
draw conclusions.
Identify lines and line segments and explore
their different relationships.
Identify and classify angles in relation to right
angles.
Identify and classify polygons, triangles,. and
quadrilaterals.
Create new shapes by combining shapes or by
separating shapes.
Transform shapes by cutting apart a shape and
rearranging the pieces to create a new shape.

Assessments
All content areas and teachers use assessments to measure students’ progress towards the standards and
outcomes. Assessments provide teachers data on students’ individual programs to inform their daily
instruction. The assessments described below are common assessments administered in all grades and
classrooms across the districts in ELA and mathematics.
DIBELS Next
Students in grades K-5 are assessed using DIBELS Next, Dynamic Indicators of Basic Early Literacy Skills.
DIBELS tests five skills that are necessary for learning to read. Children who learn these skills become good
readers. The skills are:
★ Phonemic Awareness: Hear and use sounds in spoken words
★ Alphabetic Principle: Know the sounds of the letters and sounding out written words
★ Accurate and Fluent Reading: Read stories and other materials easily and quickly with few mistakes
★ Vocabulary: Understand and use a variety of words.
★ Comprehension: Understand what is spoken or read.
DIBELS is made up of seven short individual tests, called subtests. Each DIBELS subtest focuses on a
different skill and takes about 1 minute to do. Your child may be given two to five of the DIBELS subtests
depending on his or her grade level.
Writing Prompts
Students in grades K-5 complete writing prompts three times during the school year. Students are assessed in
their ability to write a narrative, informational, and persuasive piece of writing. The writing is scored using a
rubric that will measure students’ progress towards the grade level standards in writing.
Prose Constructed Responses (PCR’s)
There are three types of PCR’s; A literature task, a narrative task, and a research simulation task. Students
may be asked to construct a response to a set of texts in one of these ways; between two pieces of literature
(a literature task), as a narrative response citing examples from a text (a narrative task), or using non-fiction
articles/videos etc. to write and essay using information from multiple texts (a research simulation task).
DIBELS Math
In Kindergarten, DIBELS Math assesses skills that are necessary for learning mathematics and is made up of
seven short assessments. Each assessment focuses on a different mathematics skill and your child may be
given two to five DIBELS Math assessments depending on his or her grade. DIBELS Math is used only as an
indicator of mathematics proficiency. Much like using a thermometer to take a child's temperature as an
indicator of overall health, each assessment is an indicator of how well a child is doing in learning a particular
mathematics skill. The scores tell us whether a child is likely to be "on track" for learning mathematics or
whether a child may need some additional help in learning important mathematics skills. Your child's teacher
will use the information to better help your child. For example, a DIBELS assessment may tell us that we need
to spend more time teaching your child how to perform basic mathematics computation.
Math Benchmarks
Students in grades 1-5 take a multiple choice math benchmark three times during the school year, September,
January, and May. The purpose of the math benchmark is to assess students’ progress towards the grade
level standards. The information is used by teachers to meet the individual needs of the students and form
instructional groups in the classroom.

Math Performance Tasks
Students in grades K-5 complete a common math performance task 6 to 8 times a year. These common math
performance tasks often are problem solving situations meant to assess students’ problem solving skills and
use of the mathematical practice standards. The performance tasks are assessed on a rubric to measure
students’ understanding of the math concepts and their ability to attach a math problem.
Assessment Schedule for Grades K-5
English Language
Arts

Fall

Winter

Spring

Purpose

Grades K-5

DIBELS Next

DIBELS Next

DIBELS Next

Measure literacy
skills of beginning
phonics, fluency,
and
comprehension.

Writing Prompt

Writing Prompt

Writing Prompt
Measure students'
writing across the
genres of narrative,
persuasive, and
informational.

Prose Constructed
Response

Prose Constructed
Response

Prose Constructed
Response

Math

Fall

Winter

Spring

Purpose

Kindergarten

DIBELS Math

DIBELS Math

DIBELS Math

Measure beginning
math skills related
to number sense.

2 Math
Performance Tasks

2 Math
Performance Tasks

2 Math
Performance Tasks

Assess students'
mathematical
understanding and
thinking as they
solve a problem.

Math Benchmark
(multiple choice)

Math Benchmark
(multiple choice)

Math Benchmark
(multiple choice)

Measure student
progress towards
standards.

2 Math
Performance Tasks

2 Math
Performance Tasks

2 Math
Performance Tasks

Assess students'
mathematical
understanding and
thinking as they
solve a problem.

Grades 1-5

Measure students'
writing in response
to text.

Science
Fall tends to have active weather patterns both locally and regionally, making it possible for students to observe the
impact of weather on their community and in other regions of the world. In the culminating performance assessment for
Unit 1 students will design a solution that reduces the impacts of weather related hazards. Unit 2 focuses on how the
environment and changes in the environment may affect the ability of organisms to survive and reproduce. Having
viewed the impact of weather on humans and other organisms, in Unit 3, students will connect their knowledge of weather
to forces and explain the effect of forces with a variety of experiments. Utilizing their knowledge of forces, in Unit 4,
students will be introduced to magnetism and will then use magnetic force to design a solution to a problem. Spring
provides the opportunity for students to observe a variety of life cycles, compare characteristics of plants and animals,
and observe the impact of weather and other environmental factors on organisms.

Science and Engineering Practices
The science and engineering practices include the skills necessary to engage in scientific inquiry and
engineering design and include:
● Ask questions (for science) and define problems (for engineering).
● Develop and use models.
● Plan and carry out investigations.
● Analyze and interpret data.
● Use mathematics and computational thinking.
● Construct explanations (for science) and design solutions (for engineering).
● Engage in argument from evidence.
● Obtain, evaluate, and communicate information.
Science Notebooks
The practice of using science notebooks engages students in thinking about real-world situations and scientific
ideas introduced in lessons and activities. The notebook is means for students to think scientifically – content,
skills and thinking. Students learn expository writing structures and communicate scientific thinking and
understanding. Teachers can use the information in the notebook as a form of assessment.
Science Inquiry
Scientific inquiry reflects how scientists come to understand the natural world, and it is at the heart of how
students learn. Students learn how to ask questions and use evidence to answer them. In the process of
learning the strategies of scientific inquiry, students learn to conduct an investigation and collect evidence from
a variety of sources, develop an explanation from the data, and communicate and defend their conclusions.
In science, students also engage in discussion about their learning. Student talk reveals understanding and
misunderstanding in science. Student talk supports academic language development and supports deeper
reasoning. Student talk supports social development and perspective taking. Student talk reveals
understanding and misunderstanding in science. Student talk supports academic language development and
supports deeper reasoning. Student talk supports social development and perspective taking. Students provide
observations, predictions, questions, explanations from the data, and communicate and defend their
conclusions.
Talk moves in science are used by the teacher and students to help create student centered discussions. The
moves include revoicing, say more, repeat, press for reasoning agree/disagree, wait time, and partner talk.

Units of Study
Units
Weather,
Climate and the
Human
Response

Outcomes
●
●
●
●

Forces and
Interaction

●

●
●
●

Use graphs and tables of local weather data to describe and predict typical
weather during a particular season in an area.
Obtain and summarize information about the climate of different regions of the
world to illustrate that typical weather conditions over a year vary by region.
Evaluate the merit of a design solution that reduces the damage caused by
weather.
Combine information from books and other reliable media to explain weather
related phenomena and form conclusions
Provide evidence to explain the effect of multiple forces, including friction, on an
object. Include balanced forces that do not change the motion of the object and
unbalanced forces that do change the motion of the object.
Predict how forces will change the motion of an object
Conduct an investigation to determine the nature of the forces between two
magnets based on their orientations and distance relative to each other.
Define a simple design problem that can be solved by applying the use of the
interactions between magnets.

Life Cycles &
Reproduction

●
●

Model a
 variety of life cycles.  (3-LS1-1)
Identify evidence that supports a population’s survival is dependent on reproduction
(3-LS4-5)

Heredity/
Inheritance and
Variation of
Traits

●

Analyze and interpret data about plant and animal traits to support the concept that traits
are inherited from parents (3-LS3-1)
Categorize a trait as inherited or environmental using evidence (3-LS3-2)
Reason to support explanations including cause & effect relationships between specific
environment and its effect on a given trait.
Construct  an explanation on how the variation of characteristics within a population
provides advantages for individuals with evidence to support their findings(3-LS4-2)

●
●
●

Fossils &
Extinction

●
●
●
●
●
●

Compare features of extinct plants and animals to extant (currently living) plants and
animals.
Gather evidence for a scientific argument about the survival of organisms.
Analyze and interpret data about changes in the environment.
Make and justify a scientific argument about the survival of an organism in a particular
habitat.
Observe fossils to identify features of organisms and describe their environment.
Identifying environmental changes that impact the survival of organisms.

Adaptations

●
●
●

Gather evidence for a scientific argument about the survival of organisms.
Analyze and interpret data about changes in the environment.
Make and justify a scientific argument about the survival of an organism in a particular
habitat.

Just Passing
Through:
Designing
Model
Membranes

●
●
●

Reinforce content about organisms and their basic needs.
Recognize the role of bioengineers in designing solutions to problems in nature
Ask questions, examine and explore available materials to design a natural
membranes.
Explain that membrane structures are needed to regulate the passage of water.
Conduct a controlled experiment to determine the best material/design to create
a membrane for different reasons.

●
●

●

Implement the steps of the engineering design process.

Social Studies
Using local historic sites, historical societies, and museums, third graders learn about the history of
Massachusetts from the time of the arrival of the Pilgrims. They also learn the history of their own cities and
towns and about famous people and events in Massachusetts’ history. In addition, they read biographies of
prominent Massachusetts people in science, technology, the arts, business, education, or political leadership in
order to learn how they contributed to Massachusetts history.
In order to promote critical thinking and inquiry in our elementary classrooms, teachers use primary sources as
tools for learning across curriculum areas. Primary sources are first hand accounts of an event documented by
a person or people who are present at a particular time or during an event.
Inquiry in social studies encourages students to think critically about primary sources. Students ask questions,
make predictions, observe, and draw conclusions as they interact with the documents. They plan to learn more
about the topic by conducting research that requires reading and writing about informational texts. Students
will write about what they have learned often keeping a notebook or collection of what they have learned.
Students also develop research and nonfiction reading skills in social studies. Students read nonfiction texts to
learn more about the concepts and topics. They will as a class read about a topic, write what they have
learned, and record their learning through writing, drawing, and other class projects.
Units
Geography and
Map Features

Essential Questions
●
●
●

How does geography affect
where people live?
What is geography?
How can I use a map to
determine distances
between two points?

Outcomes
●
●
●
●

Early
Massachusetts
History
(Wampanoags,
Pilgrims, and
Puritans)

●
●
●

●
●
●

How did the arrival of the
European settlers affected
the Native Americans?
How are people and nature
connected?
How do geography, climate,
and natural resources affect
the way people live and
work?
What were the contributions
of the Wampanoag, the
Pilgrims, and the Puritans?
Why did the settlers
establish systems for
self-government?
Why did the European
settlers leave their countries
to come to the Americas?

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Units

Essential Questions

Locate the New England States and the Atlantic Ocean on
a map of the United States.
Locate places on maps of New England and
Massachusetts using cardinal directions, map scales,
legends, and titles.
Locate and draw local geographic features on a map of
Massachusetts.
Describe local features and landmarks in Massachusetts.
Locate Wampanoag, Pilgrim, and Puritan settlements on a
Massachusetts map.
Identify geographical features as pertained to the
settlements of the Native American and European settlers
to determine the reasons for their choices.
Compare and contrast the differences in seasonal
activities and daily responsibilities of the Wampanoag
people
Analyze various European settlers’ impact and point of
view of the Wampanoag.
Apply in writing and discussion key vocabulary about
Wampanoag, Pilgrim and Puritan life.
Create a timeline of a series of events and explaining the
connections among the events.
Compare similarities and differences in early MA
communities (Wampanoag, Pilgrims, Puritans).
Write from the point of view of a Wampanoag or European
settlers.
Read across two or more texts including informational text
and primary source documents to determine main ideas
and details.
Synthesize information from multiple sources.
Outcomes

American
Revolution and
Important
Figures

●
●
●
●

Local History

●
●
●

Why do people rebel or
fight for independence?
What was life like in the
colonies before the
Revolution?
What were the important
events that led to the
American Revolution?
Who were the important
Revolutionary Leaders?
What impact did they have
on the events leading to the
Revolution?

●
●

How does a community
grow and change?
How does a tax affect city
buildings and sites and
daily life?
How do public services
impact our daily lives?

●

●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●
●
●
●

Locate Massachusetts on a map of the 13 colonies.
Identify differences in the geography of Boston in the
1700s and now.
Identify and analyze various colonists’ point of view about
the rebellion.
Write opinion statements and supporting them with
evidence from texts and other sources.
Describe and explain the major actions King George took,
the colonists’ reactions to them, and key events that led to
the American Revolution.
Identify key phrases in and the purposes of the Declaration
of Independence, the Constitution, and the Bill of Rights.
Summarize the contributions of key leaders of the
American Revolution.
Analyze primary sources to identify details about historical
buildings, monuments, and sites in Melrose.
Analyze primary sources to identify when the town was
founded and what groups settled here.
Draw conclusions about the time period by looking at
maps from different centuries.
Explain the purpose of taxes, goods, and services in
Melrose.
Read across several texts to determine main ideas and
details.
Synthesize information obtained across several texts.
Write to persuade others about the importance of local
buildings, monuments, or sites.

Social and Emotional Learning
As described by the Center for Academic and Social Emotional Learning (CASEL), Social and Emotional
Learning is the process through which children and adults understand and manage emotions, set and achieve
positive goals, feel and show empathy for others, establish and maintain positive
relationships, and make responsible decisions. This process is defined by five
competencies including Self-Awareness, Self-Management, Social
Awareness, Relationship Skills, and Responsible Decision Making.
Self-Awareness is one’s ability to understand and be aware of their emotions,
while Self-Management is one’s ability to manage those emotions. Social
Awareness describes our awareness of our impact on those around us, as well
as an understanding that others have emotions to identify and manage.
Relationship Skills are the ability to establish and maintain healthy and rewarding
relationships with diverse individuals and groups. Responsible Decision Making
is the ability to make thoughtful and effective choices about our personal decisions and to consciously and
continuously evaluate the impact of our choices on both ourselves and others.
Through a combination of embedding SEL language, modeling strategies, and explicit skill teaching, students
in grades 3-5 are taught to identify emotions in themselves and in others, and to know how to manage those
emotions. Students are also taught to be problem solvers, to be optimistic, and to set goals. Students learn
that we all have emotions, but that those emotions change and do not define us. The accompanying text that
is used for Social and Emotional Learning is Merrell’s Strong Kids, a research based program backed by
CASEL, that has a mission is to help young children develop the social-emotional skills they need to build a
strong foundation for school success. The following 12 lessons are taught to all upper elementary students:
Lesson 1: Emotional Strength Training
Lesson 2 and 3: Understanding Your Emotions
Lesson 4:  Understanding Other People’s Emotions
Lesson 5: Dealing With Your Anger
Lesson 6 and 7: Clear Thinking
Lesson 8: Solving People Problems
Lesson 9: Letting Go of Stress
Lesson 10:  Positive Living
Lesson 11: Creating Strong and Smart Goals
Lesson 12: Finishing Up!
In addition to Strong Kids, all elementary classrooms are encouraged to conduct community circles at least
one time per week for thirty minutes. Teachers are advised to use this time to enhance schools’ Positive
Behavioral Interventions and Supports (PBIS) systems, or to target specific SEL skills that pertain to class
needs. Teachers are trained using practices and techniques from the Center for Restorative Justice at Suffolk
University in Boston. Community Circles are introduced using the message that we are all on this journey
together and everyone in our community is valued for what they bring. Community circles are personalized
according to group needs, although all generally follow this format: opening, check-in, content question rounds
(1-3), unity round, a
 nd a closing.

Music
Students continue to develop their vocal skills by refining their technique and having further experiences
singing in harmony. Students will continue to explore the role of improvisation in musical expression through
generating musical patterns and ideas within known stylistic and rhythmic structures. Music literacy includes
identifying symbols such as time signatures, bar lines, repeat signs, and symbols of expression. Study of
musical notation will deepen and be applied to both singing and instrumental contexts. Students compose and
identify rhythmic and melodic patterns and learn the note names on the treble staff. These note names are
connected to the solfege system of musical literacy used starting in first grade. Students learn to identify the
musical instrument families and instruments of the orchestra. The study of some of the great composers and
their music are also a focus in third grade.
Essential Questions
●
●
●
●

How do we read music?
Why are there different groups
of musical instruments?
How do you create your own
song?
How do songs from various
cultures sound different?

Outcomes
●
●
●
●
●
●

Identify symbols and define their meaning in music.
Create rhythmic and melodic patterns.
Demonstrate the Curwen solfege hand signs.
Identify and perform letter names on the treble clef.
Categorize the orchestra instrument families.
Share biographical details and analyze listening examples
by great composers.
Perform on stage for the school concert.

●

Visual Arts
Third graders will demonstrate knowledge of a variety of media and techniques that include drawing, painting,
collage, additive and subtractive sculpture and printmaking. Student artwork will reflect the decision making
process as it relates to students’ personal, cultural and social backgrounds. Third grade students will increase
their art vocabulary and will demonstrate their knowledge during self-critiques and peer critiques. Students will
also demonstrate knowledge of elements of art (line, color, texture, shape and form). Students will edit and
revise their artwork using observation, abstraction, invention and expression.
Essential Questions
●

●
●

●

●

How do objects, places, and
different forms of art shape lives,
communities and different
cultures?
Where and how do we encounter
images in our world?
What role does persistence play in
revising refining and developing
work?
How does collaborative critique
impact the art making process and
art product?
How does engaging and creating
art enrich people’s lives and
deepen cultural connections?

Outcomes
●
●

●
●
●
●

Make decisions during the art making process that show
critical thinking, problem solving and perseverance.
Manipulate imagery through various art making
processes,: printmaking, collage, drawing, sculpture and
painting.
Analyze art using a variety of vocabulary.
Apply Elements of Art and principles of design to the art
making process and analysis of artwork.
Analyze and identify artwork with emphasis, rhythm,
movement, repetition, unity and balance.
Combine personal experiences and observation to add
detail and signify importance within an artwork.

Wellness
Students will acquire the knowledge and skills to be competent in making health-enhancing decisions
regarding their physical and emotional health. Students will, by repeated practice, acquire and refine a variety
of locomotor, non-locomotor movement skills, will utilize principles of training and conditioning, and will apply
the concept of wellness to their lives.  Students will learn the basic characteristics of physical growth and
development, including body systems. Students will learn the factors that contribute to healthy interpersonal
relationships, and will acquire skills to enhance these relationships. Students will gain the knowledge and skills
to select a diet that supports a healthy lifestyle.
Essential Questions
●
●
●
●

●

How can I make good decisions
and stay healthy?
How can we move efficiently and
effectively?
Why is it important to be physically
fit and how can we stay fit?
How do we interact with others
during physical activity? What does
it mean to be part of a team?
What are the primary skills and
essential rules used in soccer, flag
football, basketball, base games,
and volleyball?

Outcomes
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Assess diet for variety and healthy choices.
Communicate with peers and family members in polite,
positive, and productive ways.
Describe ways medicines help prevent illness of speed recovery.
Practice behaviors that protect and promote a healthy skeletal
system.
Demonstrate ability to throw, catch, kick and strike.
Demonstrate ability to move in open space.
Demonstrate an understanding of common fitness
concepts and how it impacts their overall health.
Collaborate with peers during health related physical
activities.

Digital Literacy
Upper elementary students learn to differentiate tasks that are best done by computing systems or digital tools
and those best done by humans. Students explore a variety of computing devices and digital tools and further
develop their computational thinking problem solving skills. As students progress through grades 3 -5, they
begin to evaluate the uses and limitations of existing artifacts and modify parts of existing artifacts to develop
something new. Students are able to describe and document their computational work in writing, using
presentation tools and through demonstrations of their work.
Essential Questions
●

●

●

How can we use digital tools to
create and collaborate with others
locally and globally?
What are the rights, responsibilities,
and opportunities for living,
learning, and working in an
interconnected digital world?
How can I use technology to set
goals, work towards achieving them
and demonstrate my learning?

Outcomes
●
●
●
●
●

Demonstrate responsible use of technology, digital
content, and interactions.
Observe and describe how technology can influence
people.
Use digital tools to communicate or exchange information.
Write, debug, and analyze an algorithm.
Create a model and use data from a simulation.

Library Media Literacy
Students in library media literacy will gain skills to Identify digital information sources to answer research
questions (e.g., online library catalog, online encyclopedias, databases, websites). They will perform searches
to locate information and evaluate digital sources for accuracy, relevancy, and appropriateness. Eventually,
they create digital artifacts that answers research questions and clearly communicates thoughts and ideas.
Essential Questions
●
●
●

How can I identify and evaluate print and
digital resources?
How can I gather and organize information
from sources to answer my questions?
How can I communicate my ideas using
digital tools?

Outcomes
●
●
●
●

Identify digital and print information sources to
answer research questions.
Evaluate digital and print sources for accuracy,
relevancy, and appropriateness.
Create artifacts that answers a research question
and clearly communicates thoughts and ideas.
Cite text-based and digital sources appropriately.

